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time-pressure dosing
Discover how you can increase your
sample throughput in the laboratory

Success Story:
Kempsey Shire Council
Municipal water treatment service saves
time and money with an integrated
water quality monitoring solution.
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Hello, Welcome to the
latest edition of INSIGHT
As a new year approaches, we look
back on the year but also forward to
the year ahead. It’s important to reflect
on what we’ve achieved, but also
what we still want to achieve. A lot has
happened in 2019 at Bürkert. We’ve
had new employees, new innovative
products launch, colleagues retire,
targets hit and so much more. It’s
been an eventful year, not just at work
but also within our personal lives.
Everybody has different situations and
things going on at home and we at
work have to be respectful of this, a
great year for someone could also be
the hardest year for another. We’ve
had a big push on mental health
recently, stressing how important it is
to take time for yourself if you’re going
through a hard time, we all need to
find a healthy work life balance.
At Bürkert we try and improve this by
going out together socially, whether
it be for a meal and drinks, a coffee

and cake morning or a stonking great
party! It’s always best to bond outside
of the office and work environment,
that’s how you really get to know your
colleagues.
Amongst all the uncertainty within the
economy and politics we’ve managed
to stay positive here at Bürkert and still
worked hard to hit targets. Next year
will bring new challenges yet again,
but all of us here are ready to take
them on after a refreshing Christmas
break with our loved ones and families.
We all try and make new year
resolutions, which are rarely ever kept
(my dry January of 2019 lasted all of
4 days) but it is not all about that. You
don‘t have to go in to the New Year
with ‘New You’ mentality. Sometimes it
is just about going in to the New year
feeling happy, rested and ready to take
on the year ahead with as positive an
attitude as you can!
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What’s inside a
solenoid valve?

New Type 8763 for micro dosing
Time-pressure dosing is a widely used
method for the reliable dosing of liquids
across numerous fields of application.
However, if dosing quantities are very
small and the pressure differences
between dosing cycles are minimal,
closed-loop control becomes a
challenge.
Precisely the type of challenge for the
pressure regulator Type 8763, which
was specially developed for low flow
rates and the resulting small dosing
quantities. The device is characterised
by short response times and precise
closed-loop control of pressure. There

are no down times or rejects at the
beginning of dosing cycles.
• Repeatable and accurate dosing of
liquids in the µl range
• Response time in milliseconds and
active pressure relief for optimum
control performance
• Digital communication for easy
integration into your fieldbus network
• Extended functionality through
additional sensor input + actuator
output e.g. for pump or additional
pressure sensor
• Active vent valve to minimise
consumption of costly carrier gas

Bürkert

To find out more about our new
innovative pressure regulator, please
contact us on sales.uk@burkert.com
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Success Story:

Kempsey Shire Council
Municipal water treatment service saves time and money with an
integrated water quality monitoring solution.
A shire council in New South Wales,
Australia, has decided to do things
differently and turned to Bürkert for an
automated precision monitoring solution
that saves them time and money.
The Kempsey Shire Council is a local
government utility that is responsible for
providing water and wastewater services
to the Kempsey District.
To ensure that the water quality
standards are being maintained, the
shire council uses a monitoring station,
equipped with sensors for measuring
pH and chlorine. However, these
sensors use reagents to establish
the measurements and as an ageing
system, it was becoming unreliable and
required a lot of maintenance.
Online Analysis System - Type 8905
Bürkert‘s solution of the Online Analysis
System has many advantages, one being
the compact modular design of the
system that makes it very flexible in terms
of installation. The component parts
consist of an integrated HMI display,
input/output modules, sensor cubes and
a cleaning system, all of which can be
wall or panel mounted, and in Kempsey’s
case, built into an existing cabinet.
Greg Morrow, Instrument Technician,
at the South West Rocks plant,
commented: “We are very pleased with
the new system. Since it was installed,
there has been no need to recalibrate
the chlorine or the pH sensor cubes and
their performance has been verified using
portable laboratory equipment such as
a DPD1 photometer reference test for
free chlorine. Furthermore, the sensors’
response time to changes in our process
has been virtually instant, far exceeding
the performance of the alternatives we
looked at.”

Bürkert
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The Bürkert Online Analysis System
can communicate with existing control
protocols and with personnel both on
and off site, ensuring that any deviation
from the water quality criteria is notified
immediately. This simple integration
helps to reduce the time between a
deviation from process parameters and
the remedial action required to correct
the situation.
The performance and ease of
installation of these systems has
prompted several other reservoirs and
water treatment plants to be equipped
with the Bürkert Online Analysis System.

Winter 2019

“I liked being able to talk with
their water industry specialists
and local engineers at any time
when I had specific questions,
and felt comfortable that
Bürkert were confident in their
knowledge of the system and
my application needs.”
Tristan Nowland,
an Instrument Technician who was
involved in the installation‘
To read the full story visit https://
www.burkert.co.uk/en/ProductsApplications/Customised-Solutions/
Customer-references/Smart-watermonitoring-Down-Under
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In-vitro diagnostics
need reliable and
cost-effective
measurements

Micro valves for time-pressure dosing

How can you increase your sample throughput in the laboratory while also ensuring
reliable processes? Pressure/time dosing allows you to dose your samples and
reagents precisely while protecting them against the introduction of heat.
Measurement equipment is subject
to strict requirements in the analysis
of blood and urine samples in invitro diagnostics. Be it in the field of
haematology, clinical chemistry or
immunology, precise and error-free test
results are needed, as human lives are
often dependent on them. On the other
hand, laboratories also face economic
challenges, requiring high sample
throughputs to be able to operate costeffectively.
How do you dose very small amounts
of fluid quickly and precisely without
(cross-)contamination? With its
pressure/time dosing solution, Bürkert
has addressed your fluidic challenge.

Bürkert

Bürkert’s pressure/time dosing system
meets your needs efficiently:
• Precisely reproducible dosing of
samples, reagents and cleaning
agents
• Precise results

• Expert advice thanks to many years
of experience in microfluidic dosing
• Broad selection of suitable
components of the highest quality
• Precise regulation with high
switching frequency

• High sample throughput
The pressure/time dosing system is
ideal for in-vitro diagnostics. Precise,
error-free dosing is an essential factor
in identifying diseases by means of
urine analysis or bloodwork, allowing
diseases such as leukaemia, cancer
of the lymph nodes, anaemia, AIDS or
cardiovascular diseases to be reliably
diagnosed.
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Your Benefits:
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• Components with long life cycle and
excellent cleanability
• Flexible dosing processes, adapted
to your application
Tailored solutions for your fluidic
challenges! Speak to us about
your specific solution needs by
calling 01285 648720.
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A Day in the Life of...

Zoe Western
Sales Support
When did you start working at Bürkert
and which department do you work in?
Did you always want to do
what you are doing now?

I started working at Bürkert in December 2018
and I work in Internal Sales.

No not quite! When I was younger I really wanted
to be a teacher when I grew up but I don’t think I’d
be able to cope with screaming children now!

What are the major tasks in your job?

I work alongside my colleague Kerrie, and we verify
and process orders onto the SAP system. This is
the most important aspect of our job as we need
to get this correct otherwise this can cause major
problems which would reflect back onto Bürkert as
a whole. We also answer emails and the phone to
provide quotations for our customers.

What is the biggest challenge?

Learning, as we provide so many different valves all
across loads of type ranges. Trying to learn all the
different types and what parts are applicable for
certain applications. Also making sure that I pick
up on all the information provided on the PO’s and
entering it into SAP correctly, so that there is less
chance of mistakes being made.

What do you like best about
working for Bürkert?

I like the way that Bürkert has a ‘family’ feel to it
and as I’ve been learning and making mistakes
my team have been good to help to identify these
and help to prevent these happening again without
making me feel bad for doing them. Everyone I’ve
come across who works for Bürkert either here
in the UK or in Germany always has a positive
attitude and has been friendly and approachable.

Bürkert
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Ultra-precise
application –
drop by drop
In the field of medical engineering, it
is vitally important to control, regulate
and dose fluids and gases reliably and
precisely. To achieve this, we develop
and manufacture custom-fit systems and
components – also for your specific fluid
technology applications.

Discover how you can draw on the
in-depth industrial and application
know-how of Bürkert experts at our
Systemhaus facilities for your individual
applications.
We make ideas flow.

Get in touch
Call us at +44 (0) 1285 648720 or
email sales.uk@burkert.com

www.burkert.co.uk
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Valve island basics

> Definition, design and advantages

What is a valve island?
In the field of pneumatics, a valve island
is seen as a combination of several
single valves which are combined by
a central power and air supply and
connected to a programmable logic
controller (PLC).
Valve islands generally consist of a
communication module, a pneumatic
module and various ports.
Valve islands are used in both process
and factory automation. In the field of
process automation, pharmaceutical
and cosmetics industries as well as the
food & beverage industry now seem
unimaginable without them.
In the context of Industry 4.0, valve
islands are increasingly being used as
electro-pneumatic automation systems
in combination with various diagnostic
functions. As a result, they are always
used when high demands are placed on
the automation and/or operational safety

Bürkert
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of the entire system. The advantages of
these “units” come to the fore both in
compact machines and in large plants
with a wide array of valves.
Advantages
Compared to automation using single
valves, valve islands offer numerous
advantages. Not only installation effort,
but also costs can be reduced through
their application. For example, only
one central, pneumatic compressed
air supply is required to control a large
number of valve functions.
Since valve islands combine the
communication and automation of
many valves in just one device, software
installation and programming are also
much simpler. For example, valves
do not have to be parameterised
individually, but can be configured
within a network.
Since 1992 we have been a reliable
expert for valve islands and have

Winter 2019

already established numerous devices
with industry-specific functions in the
field of process automation.
In addition, the many years of
cooperation with Siemens have resulted
in several application-specific valve
islands.
The latest valve island generation is
equipped with various helpful additional
functions. This allows numerous
diagnostic functions to be monitored
and displayed both on the LC display
and in the PLC.

To find out more about our Valve
Island range and competence
please contact
sales.uk@burkert.com or call
01285 648720.
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How it actually works…
> The valve island
Bürkert was one of the first companies
to develop a valve island, which was
launched in 1991. The valves of a valve
island control actuators. At Bürkert,
these are generally process valves,
which are installed in equipment for
controlling fluids. They open pipes that
convey fluids (such as milk, drinking
water, pharmaceuticals, beer, etc.)

PLC
(programmable
logic controller)

Other devices
(sensors, pumps)

The programming is done on a PC or
laptop. As an example, in the mixing
of ingredients the PLC decides which
valve is opened when and how long,
and therefore when how much of which
ingredient is added.

Valve island

Pilot valves

8652

The programming is done on a PC or
laptop. As an example, in the mixing
of ingredients the PLC decides which
valve is opened when and how long,
and therefore when how much of which
ingredient is added.
LC displays show diverse diagnostic
messages (pilot valve position, process
valve position, status messages, etc.) in
plain text or by means of symbols.
Diagnostic messages are not only
displayed on the monitor, but are also
sent to the PLC for further processing.
That makes the valve island Industry
4.0 capable.
AirLINE Quick on the bottom for switch
cabinet floor mounting.
Process valves
Fluids
(e.g. milk, drinking water,
pharmaceuticals, beer)

Bürkert
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Media changeover
with Bürkert technology
for more profit

Less product loss, greater production efficiency.
With FLOWave, you can measure flow rates and
media changeovers for a variety of liquids quickly,
precisely, and 100% hygienically.
Find out how you can increase your profit.
www.burkert.co.uk/mediachangeover

Get in touch
Call us at +44 (0) 1285 648720 or
email sales.uk@burkert.com
Bürkert
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Meet the Team

by going to www.burkert.co.uk or email sales.uk@burkert.com to find your representatives

Contact Details!

Please take a few minutes to update your records with Bürkert UK’s contact details:.
Bürkert Fluid Control Systems
Fluid Control Centre
1 Bridge End
Cirencester
Gloucestershire
GL7 1QY
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1285 64 87 20
Fax: +44 (0)1285 64 87 21
email: sales.uk@burkert.com
Web: www.burkert.co.uk

